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Vsyevolod Pudovkin: Mother (1926), The End of St Petersburg (1927), and Storm 

over Asia (1929) 
 

 

Pudovkin was an actor as well as a director. 

He appears as one of the villains in 

Kuleshov’s The Adventures of Mr West, 

and if you look carefully at the opening 

scene of Ivan the Terrible I, he’s there as a 

chain-laden madman (see next illustration). 

He was also a heavywight theoretician, but 

that aspect of his work can safely be 

ignored, as I believe it impinged very little 

on what of his practise I know. Of this not 

all is available; he directed more films than 

most Soviet directors, including a World 

War II propaganda biopic of Byron’s 

“hero” Suvorov, which I should like to see. 

 

   

   Mother (1926) starts with an economical 

demonstration of Pudovkin’s big advantage 

over Eisenstein, or at least over the Silent 

Eisenstein: he wasn’t a student of Meyerhold, 

and was thus interested in people. We get 

vignettes of the women and children on the 

Odessa steps, but our interest in them resides 

solely in the immediate question, whether 

they’ll live or die: they don’t figure in the rest 

of the film, which, like Eisenstein’s other films 

of the twenties, are populated by crowds. 

     Pudovkin plunges us straight into the lives 

of three people: a father, a mother, and a son. 

Few members of the audience will fail to 

identify with one person in such a 

configuration. The father is thrown out of a 

slop-house because he can’t pay for his drink. 

He lurches home (carefully avoiding the 

unconscious person of the man thrown out 

before he was), and goes straight to one of the 

few  family  treasures left – a clock on the wall,  

 
 

Eisenstein directs Pudovkin. 

which has a small flat-iron as weight to its chain. Pudovkin takes it out of and then back into 

focus, as the boozy father tries to concentrate on it. His wife protests, he threatens to beat her, 

and in the scuffle the clock is knocked to the floor and destroyed. The son is woken up, 

threatens the father if he touches the mother, the two men exchange stares of hatred, and the 

father lurches off to the slop-house again, with the flat-iron hidden in his pocket to pay for his 

next vodka. 

 All this Oedipal stuff is done with great economy and conviction. We’re hooked instantly. 

 Back at the slop-house, some Black Hundreds are planning a strike-break for the 

following day (it is 1905, the year of, inter alia, the mutiny on the Potemkin). Pudovkin’s 

casting and close-ups leave us in no doubt how brutalised they all are. The father returns, 

offers his flat-iron to the bartender, who says nervously that he doesn’t want it. Just as the 

father is about to hurl it at the bottles on the shelf behind, a miniscule Black Hundreder grasps 

his arm, and offers him a vodka free. He beams: “Droog!” he grunts. All the while, an 

accordion trio is playing ironical feel-good music (which, in the 1968 restoration, the creep 
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Stalinist composer Tikhon Khrennikov scores for full band). The musicians grin at camera 

with facetious expressions. As the sequence ends, we see all three accordions merge into one 

via triple-exposure, as the father gets drunker and drunker and happier and happier. 

 Pudovkin’s way of filming the following morning’s industrial unrest contrasts with the 

way Eisenstein films his in Strike, and puts Eisenstein’s grandiosity in perspective. 

Puodvkin’s event is on a much smaller scale. There are no rivers of humanity as in Eisenstein, 

to make you think the whole world is involved. Pudovkin’s film features the chasing and 

beating of about a dozen men who have come to the factory to distribute strike leaflets. We 

get two medium shots of the employers at an upstairs window. They aren’t gross caricatures 

as in Eisenstein, and don’t employ midgets as entertainers, as Eisenstein’s secret police chief 

does. They’re ordinary bourgeois males, and as they overlook the factory gates, one says to 

the other, “We’re going to see some fun”. We can believe in them. 

 The Black Hundreds corner the strikers. The father is on in the oppressors’ side, and the 

son is one of those who would distribute leaflets. The strikers are outnumbered, and the 

strike-breakers have knuckledusters and so on, for which the strikers aren’t prepared. The son 

almost escapes, but is cornered in the slop-house and, having taken a strike-breaker’s pistol, 

shoots his own father dead by accident as he is wrestled to the ground from the bar. The Black 

Hundreds leave, with one dead body (the father) and one unconscious victim (the son) lying 

on the floor behind them. 

 Thus capitalism destroys family bonds. We’re still with the thesis. 

 

 
 

 The mother never discovers that her son killed his father: this may be a plot weakness. If 

she did, her love for her son might be weaker. Her husband’s body is brought home and laid 

out. All she can manage by way of reaction is a feeble sign of the cross in the air; this is an 

uncertain moment, ill-defined and lacking in conviction either one way or another. It 

establishes her nonetheless as a believer, and one thus predisposed to have faith in the 

political establishment. 

 She sits alone in vigil by her husband’s body. Now he’s dead, we can see he was good-

looking. With his splendid beard, he reminds us of Mr Morel in Sons and Lovers. 

 A young revolutionary woman, from the bourgeoisie to judge from her hat and clothes, 

has dumped some machine-pistols at the family’s house. The son hid them under the floor-

boards, watched, though he didn’t know it, by his mother. After the strike has failed, some 

troops arrive and search the place, but without finding them. From the mother’s perspective 

beforehand, Pudovkin gives us dissolves from the floorboards, to the cloth wrapping, to the 

pistols within the wrapping, and then outwards again. 

 The young revolutionary woman seems interested in the son, but her character doesn’t 

develop. As a character with feet in both camps, her dilemma might bring a dangerous 

ambivalence to the tale: so she has to be jettisoned. 

 The officer in charge of the troops demands which one is Pavel Vlasov – the son. In an 

“I’m Spartacus!” gesture, the son’s friend offers himself instead; but the son steps forward. 

He denies it all. The troops search – find nothing – and are about to leave, when a senior 

officer arrives and insists that the son must be arrested, evidence or no evidence. The mother, 
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still believing in their word that if he confesses it’ll be easy for him, pleads with him to tell. 

Pudovkin gives us dramatic close-ups of her, him, his friend, and the officer. The mother 

reveals the concealed arms – the son lurches forward in protest – and is hit across the face by 

the officer, who rubs his knuckles in delight, a gesture which the father made in the first 
scene. The son is dragged out, leaving the mother alone, politicised at last, the scales fallen 

from her eyes: 

 
 

 The day of the son’s trial opens with some good propagandist cutting, too subtle to be in 

an Eisenstein film. We see the courthouse towering above us, its façade dignified and 

powerful. There is an intertitle: “Pillars of Justice and Honour”. Then we cut to the boots of a 

soldier guarding the place. That was the appearance; this is the reality. Inside the courtroom 

we get a huge, threatening close-up of a bust of Nicholas II; Pudovkin juxtaposes it with a 

medium shot of the mother, small, helpless and alone in the gallery. Her listlessness indicates 

how miserable she is, now she’s lost her faith in the system. Further cuts to the bust occur 

later, as the son is sentenced to hard labour (we’re not told for how many years). Backstage, 

one of the judges compliments the other on a photograph he’s holding: “What a beauty! – 

Such expressive eyes! – Quite a filly, your honour!” – it turns out to be a horse. A flunkey 

meanwhile flicks the minutest specks of dust from the judge’s tunic. If this were Lindsay 

Anderson’s O Lucky Man! the judges would be stripping and flogging one another for fun. 

 In the courtroom appears a bourgeoise with a lorgnette, who is snooty about the defence 

counsel (he has the hiccups). She reminds us of that other much more famous bourgeoise, not 

with lorgnette but with pince-nez, who has her face smashed in by the officer at the climax of 

the Odessa steps sequence in Potemkin. See the reference to her at the end of the essay on 

October, elsewhere: in Potemkin women of her type are victims, but elsewhere figures of 

satire. 

 On the courthouse steps, three soldiers are needed to drag the mother away from the son 

as he’s taken off on his sentence. Pudovkin gives us one continuous shot of him standing 

between his guards, but from it cuts repeatedly and at slightly different angles to her, as she 

cries, “Prosti, Pasha!” (“Forgive me, Pasha!”). At one point he just gives us her hands in 

appeal to her son as he is carted off. The son is rock-steady; the mother, still hysterical. 

 

 
 

This shot is not from the film. There mother and son are filmed from the bottom of the steps. 
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 Next we see her kneeling at the hole in the floor. She’s visible up to the shoulders, and the 

legs and feet only of the two people with her are seen. There are papers in the hole, which the 

soldiers did not see, and she gives them to the two faceless figures. She has joined the strikers 

and revolutionists. 

 The last sequence shows Pudovkin facing the same problem that Eisenstein has in 

Potemkin; there was no victory in 1905, so there can’t be a happy ending to the film. 

Pudovkin takes the road opposite from Eisenstein’s. In Potemkin a happy ending of sorts is 

manufactured out of the refusal of the rest of the Black Sea Fleet to fire on the mutineers. In 

Mother, Pudovkin kills off both the leading characters, but tries to drag a positive feeling out 

of his negative scenario by means of rhetorical montage. 

 As the mother tries to spring her son from prison, as the prisoners riot, the demonstrators 

advance, and the troops move in, the film cuts to ice melting on rivers, ice floes crashing into 

one another, ice floes sliding past one another, and ice floes crashing around immoveable 

bridges. Often we mistake the demonstrators for ice floes and the ice floes for people. An 

intertitle reads simply, “Spring”. Both demonstrators and ice floes are supposed to represent 

forces of nature which can be diverted but never stopped. The son, escaping from prison, 

crosses the river via the ice floes, and the bullets of the pursuing guards go miraculously wide 

of him. He joins the procession of demonstrators, and hugs his mother passionately. 

(Khrennikov overlays some of this with a Russian version of the Marseillaise). But the troops 

continue firing, and he is shot. The mother at first collapses with grief, but then, sensing that 

there’s no way out, raises the red flag and marches towards the oncoming cavalry, who 

trample her to death. For the last minute or so of her life, she takes the place of her son. The 

film ends with more ice floes, but also overlapping shots of establishment buildings – palaces, 

courthouses, prisons, castles, and so on – all towering over the camera, but all swaying into 

one another, and – by implication – falling down. 

 

 
 

Vera Baranovskaya. 

 

 It doesn’t work, but it’s bold. 
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The End of St Petersburg was to have been a potted history of the city; but Pudovkin’s 

scriptwriter found that unmanageable, so it became a story of workers in the twentieth 

century’s second decade. It’s about strikes again, and again unlike Eisenstein, who takes such 

things for granted, Pudovkin gives us the reasons why people strike: long hours, low wages, 

and starvation. 

 

                   
 

 The film opens with what seems a sentimental country / city juxtaposition. In the 

countryside, everyone moves slowly, and you get long shots of open spaces and cattle 

grazing. In the city the editing is hectic, and everyone moves very fast. But you soon find that 

in the countryside they move slowly because they have no food to give them energy, and that 

in the city they move fast because if they don’t they’ll lose their jobs; you also find that they 

have no food either, because they aren’t paid enough. Babies starve in both locations; 

people’s lives are shorter in the city. It’s a simple statement, but one that Eisenstein in his 

extravagance never bothers with. 

 Not that Pudovkin is without extravagance: a sequence about dealing on the St Petersburg 

stock-exchange is at one point intercut with a close-up of Falconet’s statue of Peter the Great, 

as though that monarch were responsible for the grossness of capitalism – which is only the 

case in the longest analysis. 
 A naïve young farm worker is forced to find work in the capital. He’s sufficiently a-

political (though hunger is probably another of his motives) to accept work as a scab labourer 

– along with scores of others – when the workers at a plant with an important government 

contract to fulfil go on strike, after the intimidation of one of their mates. He even goes so far 

as to curry favour with the management by naming the strike-organiser (his host) and giving 

them his address. 

 They live in a basement flat in a tenement block, the entrance to which Pudovkin always 

shoots from the same angle, giving it the air of a small, poky mausoleum. The strike leader is 

played by Alexandr Chistyakov, the drunken father in the previous film (minus beard), and 

his wife by Vera Baranovskaya, who plays The Mother. She rushes up to the young man on 

hearing where the management and police got their address from, and shakes and pummels 

him, even though he’s twice her size. The neighbours look on accusingly from both ground 

level and from the windows. She then goes and sits on the basement steps, her back to 

camera, and sobs. The coin drops, as it had for Baranovskaya when they arrested her son, and 

the hero realises that he’s got to atone for his class betrayal. 

 This he tries at first to do by confronting the boss of the firm. He finds the feat far easier 

than Michael Moore is to find it in Roger and Me. Having confronted the boss, he then duffs 

him up – another advance on Roger and Me. However, he is duffed up in turn by the police, 

and thrust into a cell. Politically he’s still very dumb. 

 As the police open the door of the cell, a five-foot Chaplin figure emerges, and tries to 

walk away – he thinks he’s being released. But he’s shoved back inside. 

 The scope of the film suddenly widens – as it had in the stock exchange sequence. War is 

declared (by men in very smart court-uniforms, filmed, however, from the neck down only, 

like the troops on the Odessa steps). The city rejoices: public speakers destroy their own top 

hats and canes, because they’re made in Germany. The statue of Tsar Alexander seems to 

weep: in fact it’s been given a floral coronet which has just been watered. 
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 Charlie Chaplin is released on condition that he joins up; likewise, the hero. They go off 

to fight. Pudovkin had fought himself in World War I, and his images of suffering on the front 

have conviction – corpses lying in pools of water, soldiers freezing as they stand in swampy 

trenches waiting hours for the order to attack. These he cuts-in with more stock exchange 

scenes, to show how profiteers benefit from the soldiers’ agony. 

 

 
 

 Also a profiteer, implies the montage, was Kerensky, whose provisional government 

seems to consist of Kerensky alone, orating to an empty hall, while still more profiteers, 

unrelated to him by the editing, applaud and weep tears of joy for the triumph of democracy 

and the future of Russia. 

 The young, slow-witted hero is definitively politicised by his experiences fighting the 

Germans, and he and the husband, who has joined the army too, form a revolutionary unit. In 

a sequence made completely unconvincing by Pudovkin’s failure to create any shots which 

cover the whole action, they start a mutiny, and order the regiment to fire on the officer in 

charge, and on retreating Kerenskyite traitors who have appealed to their loyalty without 

success. 

 The last sequence is, like those of The Mother and Potemkin, an anti-climactic attempt to 

create closure where history offers none. Pudovkin invests the storming of the Winter Palace 

– in reality a pushover and a sideshow – with the same resonance which Eisenstein tries to 

give it in October. Both husband and hero take part – mother, now seeing hero as a son-

substitute, looks for husband the morning after – thinks she finds hero dead – he’s only asleep 

– distributes potatoes to him and his comrades – finds husband at head of stairs within, 

unharmed – has no potatoes left for him – close-up of husband grinning – fade to end title. 

 

The two movies so far described offer the same disappointments and vacancies as do those of 

Eisenstein. There’s only one perspective possible, and that’s the Bolshevik one. Hence the 

dialectic and irony created by juggling different viewpoints is not possible. Characters are 

types, to avoid over-identification and thus bourgeois subjectivity (the opening of The Mother 

avoids this, as I hope I’ve shown); no-one must predominate, all are expendable in the 

historical march towards the Soviet state. The result is predictability and greyness. Spectacle 

can be exciting, and black-and-white photography can be extraordinarily beautiful; but the 

films don’t engage us because (a) we don’t care about the characters and (b) as Keats said of 

certain poets, we hate movies that have a palpable design on us, and these have one. History 

has passed them by, as it never will pass by Buster Keaton, their exact contemporary. 

 

Storm Over Asia appears at first strange and different. We are in the steppes of Central Asia, 

among – so the titles tell us – the descendants of Genghis Khan’s Mongols. Now Genghis 

Khan and his Mongols had a baleful influence on the Russian mentality which some would 

maintain has lasted until today – but the film doesn’t insist on that. Nor could Pudovkin have 

predicted that by 1950, thanks to Stalinist genocide, there’d be far fewer nomads in Central 

Asia than there were in 1918, the date of the film’s action. 

 The tribal head is too ill to take his furs into town to trade them, and sends his son, Bair, 

instead. Among the stuff to be traded is a magnificent silver fox-fur, which is so beautiful it 

almost has a life in death of its own. There is business with a mysterious amulet, the 
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significance of which we cannot see at this point. What we do see, to our great surprise, is that 

in town, the greedy capitalists who are parasitical upon the toil of the innocent hunters are 

guarded, not by Russian soldiers, but by English soldiers! For this is the civil war, when the 

fledgling Soviet state is being attacked on thirty or more fronts by the powers of world 

imperialism, including, naturally, us. 

 

 
 

 The English fur-traders, who give only the meanest prices to the nomads for their furs, are 

played not as Russian capitalists would be portrayed – with much eye-rolling and much fat – 

but as an understated, stiff-upper-lip lot, who communicate monosyllabically and with small, 

evil sideways glances. They are racists, throwing the money contemptuously at the natives’ 

feet rather than putting it into their hands. Bair unwillingly reveals the silver fox-fur, and the 

leading English trader is impressed: but will still pay only a measly amount. Bair attacks him, 

and is chased from the building, leaving the fur behind. He has, in the scuffle, cut the hand of 

one of the Englishmen – a fearful affront to English dignity, for which the Englishmen get 

hysterical with rage: Pudovkin has their furious trembling accentuated by putting it into fast 

motion. One infantry company and one company of cavalry are called out to hunt Bair down. 

He flees into the wilds. 

 Two years later he is still in the wilds, and the civil war and the war with the imperialists 

is still going on. He saves the life of a Soviet partisan leader (whom we recognise as being 

played by Pudovkin’s favourite actor, Alexandr Chistyakov, this time minus both beard and 

moustache). The partisans are a jovial lot, Russians and Mongols together. They even have a 

woman in their midst, who gives suck to a baby of mixed race: the pan-Soviet propagandist 

point is clear, though in later years Stalin won’t agree with it. The partisan leader dies of a 

gunshot wound; as he does so he tells them to “Go on fighting” and to “Listen to Moscow”. 

At his death Pudovkin cuts to the solemn expressions on all the faces – and we notice that one 

of them is the face of Alexandr Chistyakov himself, this time with a full beard, who seems to 

be staring down at his own clean-shaven corpse. 

 The Brits, then as now, are hypocrites. With them, all is show and hidden agenda. As 

their general and his lady wife attend a Buddhist ceremony designed to welcome the soul of 

the newly-reincarnate Lama, the cavalry requisition two hundred head of cattle from the 

natives, on pain of death. Pudovkin, perhaps proud of the previously unobtainable footage he 

got of the Buddhist ceremonies, dwells on them at length, and demotes the action sequences 

on the steppe to a sideline. But he cuts between the theatrical preparations of the general and 

his wife and those of the Buddhist performers, as if to indicate his poor, Marxist opinion of 

both. Just as the general is bowing before the Lama (a two-year-old boy) and conveying his 

government’s condolences on his death, and its delight at his reincarnation, a messenger 

arrives to say that the requisition column has been ambushed by the partisans. As the general 

is expressing his confidence in the goodwill of the natives to the uncomprehending infant 

Lama, Pudovkin cuts to a partisan shooting at the English thieves. 

 Pudovkin has cast his English soldiers with great skill and / or luck. Where he got such 

western European faces from in Buryat Mongolia (north-east of Lake Baikal, where most of 
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the film was shot) would be a story worth telling. One of them even has caught the Claude 

Rains fake grin perfectly, and another the Nigel Havers air of sympathy and concern. 

However, they wear their Sam Browne belts wrongly, the N.C.O.s’ chevrons are sewn on 

below the elbow, and the general even has a beard, which British Army regulations have 

always forbidden. 

 The general makes a dignified exit, aware that the journey back to base will be dangerous. 

But in the back of their limo he and his wife panic and quarrel, rocking violently from side to 

side over the endless steppe. 

 Back at base, Bair is captured, along with the mysterious amulet from the first sequence. 

“Kill this animal”, is all the general mutters, and Bair is taken out to be shot, by the man with 

the Nigel Havers look, with long, low-angle shots of their figures on the horizon, and much 

comic fumbling from the executioner, who can’t bring himself to do it. 

 But the Brits change their minds! They discover a document in the amulet which “proves” 

Bair to be a direct heir of Genghis Khan himself! Superstitious as ever about legitimacy and 

primogeniture, they decide to make him into a puppet ruler, and tell Nigel Havers to go out 

and see if he’s still alive. This he does, and finds Bair with two bullets in him, but 

recoverable. 

 The film now slows down to a crawl as Pudovkin tries to find a way of ending it. Bair is 

patched together again, wrapped in bandages, and put on display as the new heir of Genghis 

Khan. The Brits cobble together policy statements and trading deals for him. He holds court at 

their behest, partially immobilised still from the execution. 

 

 
 

 Another young Mongol is taken prisoner, and is about to be executed, but flies from his 

captors into Bair’s “audience chamber” and is killed. 

 

 
 

 Bair rebels, finds a mobility and energy we didn’t know he had, and attacks the Brits, 

escaping from the protective prison they’ve created for him. From nowhere appears a Mongol 

horde, and as Bair leads it against the enemy it is joined by a mystic hurricane, which blows 

the Brits away. End of film. 
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 Storm over Asia has the advantage over the other Pudovkin films I’ve seen in that Central 

Asia is unfamiliar territory, where Eisenstein has never trespassed. It has a hero, though not 

one with whom many audiences can identify, for Bair has no relationships with anyone except 

his father in the opening sequences, and few attributes except a charming smile. 

 The ending is the weakest of the three; the Divine Wind may be a metaphor for the power 

of the politicised Mongol proletariat, but in so far as it and it alone comes into contact with 

the English imperialist army (the Mongol horde is seen only in unrelated shots) it seems as if 

the filmic metaphor is doing the work of its vehicle. In any case, the Brits left Central Asia 

because of the disorganisation, sadism and corruption endemic in the White forces they were 

supposed to support, not from any revolt by the indigenous people. Again, history negates the 

thesis; as does the history of Stalin’s Russia, and its own cruel relationship with the nomadic 

tribes. 

 

 


